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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The ATN-IPS experimentation 
The specifications for the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network have been amended in order 
to introduce the IP suite (called ATN/IPS). The ATN/IPS could be used to provide a mobility 
solution for aircraft using Mobile IPv6 as Air Ground communications. 

EUROCONTROL DAS/CSP wants to prove this concept of interoperability by asking industrials to 
develop a demonstrator on the basis of part of ATN/IPS specifications. The expected lab trial 
consists of simulating interoperability between mobile users (Aircraft) and a ground ATN/IPS 
infrastructure (several ANSP's). 

 

Scope of the document 
As initial phase of the ATN-IPS experimentation, a complete review of the reference 
documentation was carried through with the aim to identify the potential issues for the next phase 
of the experimentation which will be to implement a Dialogue Service provider as specified in 
document [1]. 

On entry of this task, the ACP WG-1 #4 WP9, WG-I #6 WP10 and WG-I #7 WP9 are considered as 
the ATN IPS Dialogue Service functional specification; an analysis of these documents was 
conducted through the following main lines: 
• Completeness of functional specification according to the expressed need. 

• Suitability and feasibility of the proposed mapping. 

The purpose of this document is to present the outcomes of the analysis done during this initial 
phase. 
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CHAPTER 1 – 
IPS Dialogue Service Interface 

Update 

Most of the specified aeronautical air-ground applications (ADS, CPDLC, CM and ATIS) are using 
the Dialogue Service as interface to the lower communication layers; this service is currently acting 
on top of the ATN-ISO transport layer. (i.e. COTP for connection-oriented mode and CLTP for 
connectionless mode) 

 

The IPS DS Interface Update specifies a replacement for the ULCS Dialogue Service in order to 
provide the same service on top of the ATN-IPS transport layer (i.e. TCP for connection-oriented 
mode and UDP for connectionless mode). The final objective being to avoid application changes 
while migrating to the ATN-IPS. 

1.1 ULCS Dialogue Service 
The Dialogue Service aims to exchange data between two peers, referred as DS-User. In this 
purpose, it provides a communication relationship between them, known as a dialogue. 

 

Two versions of the Dialogue Service are specified as part of the Upper Layer Communications 
Service (SARPS Edition 3 / sub-volume IV): 

• The first one described in [5], chapter 4.2, is expected to provide a connection-oriented and 
reliable service (CODS); the dialogue lasts until both DS-Users agree to terminate it, or until an 
abnormal termination. Confirmed services are used for dialogue initiation and termination; 
additional services allow the DS-Provider or the DS-User to abort the dialogue in case of critical 
error. 

This version is meant to rely on a connection-oriented underlying stack (ISO/IEC 8073 COTP). 
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• The second one referred in [5], chapter 4.7, as connectionless Dialogue Service (CLDS) intent 
to provide a basic service of datagrams exchanges between DS-Users, with a best-effort 
semantic. The sender has no guarantee that the datagram will be delivered to the peer DS-
User; besides, it is not notified when a failure occurs. 

This version is meant to rely on a connectionless underlying stack (ISO/IEC 8602 CLTP). 

 

The following table extracted from [5], summarizes the services provided by both versions of the 
Dialogue Service: 

Service Description

D-START This is a confirmed service used to establish the binding 
between the communicating DS-Users.

D-DATA This unconfirmed service is used by a DS-User to send a 
message from that DS-User to the peer DS-User.

D-END

This is a confirmed service used to provide the orderly 
unbinding between the communicating DS-Users, such that any 
data in transit between the partners is delivered before the 
unbinding takes effect.

D-ABORT
This unconfirmed service can be invoked to abort the 
relationship between the communicating DS-Users.  Any data in 
transit between them may be lost.

D-P-ABORT

This unconfirmed service is used to indicate to the DS-User that 
the dialogue service provider has aborted the relationship with 
the peer DS-User.   Any data in transit between the 
communicating DS-Users may be lost.

This unconfirmed service is used to send a single data item 
from one peer DS-User to another.  Any problem in delivering 
the data item to the recipient will not be signalled to the 
originator.
This service is referred as Connection-less Dialogue Service.

D-UNIT-DATA

 
Dialogue Services 
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1.2 Dialogue Service primitives 
In order to provide the above-mentioned services, the following list of primitives are used; each one 
being either directly exposed to the DS-User (request/response primitives), or reported to the DS-
User by the DS-Provider (indication/confirmation primitives). 

Interface Primitive DS-User DS-Provider

D-START req

D-START ind

D-START rsp

D-START cnf

D-UNIT-DATA req

D-UNIT-DATA ind

D-DATA req

D-DATA ind

D-END req

D-END ind

D-END rsp

D-END cnf

D-ABORT req

D-ABORT ind

D-P-ABORT ind

Description
Request to initiate a Dialogue with a peer DS-User

Dialogue Service

Dialogue aborted by the DS-Provider

Complete a pending Dialogue termination with either a positive or 
a negative response
Inform a local DS-User that the peer DS-User completed the 
pending Dialogue termination with either a positive or a negative 
response
Request to abord a Dialogue with a peer DS-User
Inform a local DS-User that the peer DS-User requested to abort 
the Dialogue

Inform a local DS-User that a peer DS-User requested for a 
Dialogue initiation
Complete a pending Dialogue initiation with either a positive or a 
negative response
Inform a local DS-User that the peer DS-User completed the 
pending Dialogue initiation with either a positive or a negative 
response
Send a datagram from the local DS-User to a peer DS-User
(the end-to-end delivery of the datagram is not guaranteed)

Inform a local DS-User that a peer DS-User requested for a 
Dialogue termination

Inform a local DS-User that a datagram is received from a peer 
DS-User
Send a datagram from the local DS-User to a peer DS-User
over an established Dialogue
Inform a local DS-User that a datagram is received from a peer 
DS-User over an established Dialogue
Request to terminate a Dialogue with a peer DS-User

 
Dialogue Service primitives 

1.3 Transport layer primitives 
The transport layer primitives to be used for ATN-IPS are listed in RFC793 (TCP) section 2.4, and 
RFC768 (UDP). Note that we do not consider the port related operations as primitives for 
simplification and readability (local endpoint management performed during initialization phase). 

Interface Primitive TCP UDP

OPEN

CLOSE

RECEIVE

SEND Send transport level datagram

Transport Layer

Connection establishment
(referred as 'active' on initiator side, 'passive' on the other side)

Description

Connection termination
(referred as 'active' on initiator side, 'passive' on the other side)
Receive transport level datagram

 
Transport layer primitives 
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1.4 Primitives mapping 
This table gives the mapping to be applied between the Dialogue Service and the Transport Layer 
primitives: 

Service Interface Primitive Interface Primitive User Data Protocol

OPEN (passive) TCP

D-START D-START req OPEN (active) TCP

SEND D-START

D-START ind RECEIVE D-START

D-START rsp SEND D-STARTCNF

D-START cnf RECEIVE D-STARTCNF

D-UNIT-DATA D-UNIT-DATA req SEND D-UNITDATA

D-UNIT-DATA ind RECEIVE D-UNITDATA

D-DATA D-DATA req SEND D-DATA

D-DATA ind RECEIVE D-DATA

D-END D-END req SEND D-END

D-END ind RECEIVE D-END

D-END rsp SEND D-ENDCNF

CLOSE (passive) TCP

D-END cnf RECEIVE D-ENDCNF TCP, UDP

CLOSE (active) TCP

D-ABORT D-ABORT req SEND D-ABORT TCP, UDP

CLOSE (active) TCP

D-ABORT ind RECEIVE D-ABORT TCP, UDP

CLOSE (passive) TCP

D-P-ABORT D-P-ABORT ind RECEIVE / SEND (failure) TCP, UDP

Unexpected CLOSE (passive) TCP

Forced Dialogue Termination (user initiated)

Error-related DialogueTermination (provider initiated)

Dialogue Service Transport Layer

Initialisation

Dialogue Establishment

Connectionless Data Exchange

UDP

Connected-mode Data Exchange

TCP, UDP

Orderly Dialogue Termination (user initiated)

TCP, UDP

TCP, UDP

 
DS to transport primitives mapping 

 

For completeness, this table also specifies the content of the transport user data. This content 
corresponds to a specific packet whose format is described in the IPS DS specification; for more 
details refer to 1.6.2. 
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The noteworthy difference between the above suggested mapping and the WG-I IPS DS 
specification [1] is that both the D-START req and the D-END req primitives of the IPS DS cannot 
be processed as atomic operations Indeed, most transport interface implementations (e.g. socket 
API) do not allow data transmission during the connection establishment and termination phases. 

Note that the mapping of the DS connectionless service to TCP interface primitives is not defined. 
Although it would be a relatively simple definition, use of such a service is considered unrealistic. 

A subject which is not mentioned in the specification is the way for a DS-User to select the 
underlying transport protocol (either TCP or UDP). This could be considered as an implementation 
choice; it could be a parameter of the DS-API initialisation routine or a configuration parameter of 
the DS-Provider. 

1.5 Parameters mapping 
Most of the parameters of the DS primitives at the interface level are to be transferred between 
peer DS-Users. As an example, the "Result" parameter set by a DS-User to accept or reject a 
request primitive shall be transported to the other side so that the remote DS-User can be informed 
of the outcome of its request. 

 

Using either UDP or TCP to exchange such data will offer 3 different ways to convey the 
parameters of the Dialogue Service primitives: 

• as field of the IP header, 

• as field of the transport protocol header, 

• as transport data; in this objective a dedicated format has been specified (ATNPKT, refer to 
section 1.6.2). 

 

The purpose of the below table is to describe the DS parameters mapping proposed in the WG-I 
IPS DS specification [1]. Red highlighted items are further discussed. 
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Called Peer ID Called
Peer ID

This can be an ICAO 24 bit aircraft address or 
an ICAO Facility Designator (4 to 8 characters).

Called Sys-ID Destination
Port Number

This is the "well-known" port number
assigned to the ATN application.

Called Presentation Address Destination
IP Address IP address of the recipient ATN application

Calling Peer ID Calling
Peer ID

This can be an ICAO 24 bit aircraft address or 
an ICAO Facility Designator (4 to 8 characters).

Calling Sys-ID Source
Port Number

Using TCP, this port number is dynamically 
assigned by the transport protocol stack on 
client side. With UDP, this port number has a 
static value; which is supposed to be the same 
as the destination port number.

Calling Presentation Address Source
IP Address IP address of the originator ATN application

DS-User Version Number Content
Version This is the application's version number

Security Requirements Security 
Requirements

00 - No security
01 - Secured Dialogue Supporting Key Mgt
02 - Secured Dialogue
03 - Reserved

Quality-of-Service Quality of 
Servce

This parameter is to be transported only when 
provided as 'ATSC Routing Class'; otherwise, it 
will be used by the source DS-Provider.

Result Result
00 - Accepted
01 - Rejected (permanent)
02 - Rejected (Transient)

Reject Source Reject Source 00 - the remote DS-User
01 - the local DS-Provider

Originator Source
IP Address

0 - User
1 - Provider

User Data User Data This is the PER encoded data provided by the 
application

DS parameter
visible to the DS-User Comment

Transport 
Protocol 
Header

IP
Header ATNPKT

 
DS parameters mapping 

Even if the IPS DS specification gives a mapping for the "Security Requirements", it does not 
explain how to provide them.  

If end-system applications are to be dynamically involved in deciding which security mechanism is 
to be used, it is anticipated that the set of values for this parameter will need to be updated within 
the ATN/IPS (e.g. application level, TLS). As implementation choice, the use of a security 
mechanism at the transport level (e.g. Secure Socket Layer or Transport Layer Security) might be 
considered to demonstrate the use of this parameter. 

 

There is no mapping specified for the "Quality-of-Service" parameter. In the context of OSI DS, this 
parameter was intended to be treated by the lower layers of the ATN ES. An alternative for the IPS 
DS is presented in section 1.6.4.  

 

There are 3 problems in the specified mapping (pointed out in red in the above table); for this 
reason the IPS DS specification [1] shall be amended as recommended in 1.6.4  

The first one is related to the Reject Source. According to the ULCS Dialogue Service 
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specification, this parameter is not present in the D-START rsp (cf. [5] SARPS - table 4.2-4); there 
is no reason to transport it between both DS-Users, it shall be removed from the ATNPKT format. It 
will be set by the local service provider in order to indicate the source of the rejection. 

When provided by the DS-User as ATSC routing class, the Quality-of-Service parameter shall be 
transferred to the peer DS-User. The ATNPKT format shall allow transporting it. 

Finally, the mapping proposed for the Originator does not correspond to the initial purpose of the 
parameter which is to indicate the source of the D-ABORT. Therefore, the Originator should not be 
mapped to the Source IP address; it should rather be mapped to a field of the ATNPKT (only 2 bits 
required).  
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1.6 ATNPKT 
1.6.1 Analysis 

The purpose of the ATNPKT is to convey information between peer DS-Users during the 
processing of a DS primitive; it's carried in the data part of the transport protocol (either TCP or 
UDP). It is used to convey parameters of the service primitives that cannot be mapped to existing 
IP or transport header fields. The ATNPKT will also convey information to allow the Dialogue 
Service protocol function (e.g. the type of DS primitive). 

 

The currently specified ATNPKT by WGI has a fixed format, which is the same for all the primitives. 
It is considered that the contents should depend on the processed DS primitive in order to optimize 
the amount of bytes being transferred. This is an important issue when operating over narrow band 
or costly air ground communication links. For example, the D-DATA primitive has a single user 
parameter labelled "User Data"; there is no need to transmit an additional 18 extra bytes of useless 
parameters such as the "Called Peer ID" and "Calling Peer ID'. 

 

Furthermore, some of the primitive parameters are not mandatory; therefore, the ATNPKT format 
should foresee a variable part allowing the optional inclusion of such parameters.  

 

Following this analysis, the ATNPKT format is to be split in two parts: 

• a fixed part containing parameters regardless of the DS primitive, 

• a variable part containing optional fields. 

 

There are different possibilities to handle the case of optional parameters. It is proposed that the 
presence of the ATNPKT fields in the variable part will be indicated by a bit field included in the 
fixed part ('Presence Flag'). Their position in the variable part will be determined by their position in 
the bit field. Their representation will depend on their characteristics; the ones with a variable 
length will be represented in LV format (i.e. Length + Value), for the others only the value will be 
required. 

1.6.2 Proposed ATNPKT format 

The proposed ATNPKT format is as compact as possible, reducing the number of bits used for 
each field to the bare necessities. This approach is selected because the bandwidth utilisation is 
the most important concern when dealing with air-ground communications. Nevertheless, other 
considerations were to preserve byte alignments and to permit some level of scalability and 
variability.  

Fixed part
0 8 16 24

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Variable part

m
or

eApp Tech 
Type

ATNPKT 
Version

DS
Primitive

Presence Flags

 
ATNPKT format 

1.6.3 Proposed ATNPKT fields 

This section describes each ATNPKT field using the following rules: 

• the field characteristics are given between brackets  ( … / … / … ) 

• the first one is the length of the value field (not including the length itself), 
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• the second one indicates if the value is provided by the DS-User as primitive parameter 
(external) or assigned by the DS-Provider itself (internal), 

• the last indicates whether or not the DS-User may omit to provide a value for the corresponding 
primitive parameter (optional vs. mandatory). 

 

Fixed part 
• ATNPKT Version (4 bits / internal / mandatory): 

Set to 1 for the present specification, it will be rolled to account for any subsequent 
modifications to the packet format. Reserving 4 bits will give provision for up to 15 versions; this 
shall be more than enough provided that the future applications are not supposed to use the 
Dialogue Service (they will be developed directly on top of the transport layer). 

This field is not exposed at the DS-User's level; it will be set by the DS-Provider. 

 

• DS Primitive (4 bits / internal / mandatory): 

This field is set by the DS-Provider to indicate the type of DS primitive that the packet meant to 
carry. Reserving 4 bits will give provision for up to 16 protocol elements, whereas only 9 are 
required: 

1 – D-START 

2 – D-STARTCNF 

3 – D-END 

4 – D-ENDCNF 

5 – D-DATA 

6 – D-ABORT 

7 – D-UNIT-DATA 

8 – D-ACK (explicit acknowledgment)  refer to section 2.2 for more details 

9 – D-KEEPALIVE (keepalive message)  refer to section 2.2 for more details 

(+ provision for 7 additional primitives) 

 

• Application Technology Type (3 bits / internal / optional): 

Identifies the type of application information that is being carried. Other legacy applications 
besides legacy ATN may also take advantage of the IPS infrastructure, e.g. FANS-1/A, ACARS, 
etc. The set of values for this field is not indicated in the current specification, outside of the 
b000 value that indicates "ATN/IPS DS". 

 

Insufficient material is available on how to set the application technology type; for the purpose of 
this specification a null default value of is defined. 

 

• More (1 bit / internal / optional): 

This bit will be used as more indicator for segmentation and reassembly of datagrams; this is a 
part of the reliability mechanisms specified in 2.2. 

0 – single or last segment 

1 – first or intermediate segment 
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• Presence Field (12 bits / internal / mandatory): 

Bit Optional field Size (in bits) Format Description
0 Source ID 16 V DS connection identifier of the sender
1 Destination ID 16 V DS connection identifier of the recipient
2 Sequence numbers 8 V Sequence numbers (Ns, Nr)
3 Inactivity time 8 V Inactivity timer value of the sender (in minutes)
4 Called Peer ID 24 to 64 (+8) LV (1) Called Peer ID (provided by the local DS-User)
5 Calling Peer ID 24 to 64 (+8) LV (1) Calling Peer ID (provided by the local DS-User)
6 Content Version 8 V Version of the application data caried
7 Security Indicator 8 V Security requirements:

0 – No security (default value)
1 – Secured dialogue supporting key management
2 – Secured dialogue
3…255 – Reserved

8 Quality of Service 8 V ATSC Routing Class:
0 – No traffic type policy preference
1 – "A"                 5 – "E"
2 – "B"                 6 – "F"
3 – "C"                 7 – "G"
4 – "D"                 8 – "H"
9…255 – Reserved

9 Result 8 V Result of a request to initiate or terminate a dialogue:
0 – accepted (default value)
1 – Rejected transient
2 – Rejected permanent
3…255 – Reserved

10 Originator 8 V Originator of the abort:
0 – user (default value)
1 – provider
2…255 – Reserved

11 User Data UDP : 0 to 8192 (+16)
TCP: Variable size (+16)

LV (2) User Data (provided by the local DS User)

 
 (Note that in the above table the additional bits required for the length part of LV parameters is 
indicated between brackets). 

An optional field is present in the variable part when the corresponding bit is on in the presence 
field; it has one of the following formats: V = value 

     LV (1) = length (1 byte) + value 

     LV (2) = length (2 bytes) + value 

 

The position of an optional field in the variable part shall match the relative position of its 
corresponding bit in the 'Presence Flag' (i.e. options in the same order as the presence flag). 

 

Variable part 
• Source ID (16 bits / internal / optional): 

DS connection identifier at sender side. This field is used as part of the reliability mechanisms 
specified in 2.2; it shall be present in the D-START and D-STARTCNF primitives, and also when 
D-ABORT is transmitted after D-START and before D-STARTCNF is received (see 2.2). 

 

• Destination ID (16 bits / internal / optional): 

DS connection identifier at recipient side. This field is used as part of the reliability mechanisms 
specified in 2.2; it shall be present in the D-STARTCNF, D-DATA, D-END, D-ENDCNF, D-
ABORT, D-ACK and D-KEEPALIVE primitives. 
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• Sequence Numbers (8 bits / internal / mandatory): 

This field contains the sequence numbers to be included in the ATNPKT. This mechanism is 
used to detect the loss and the duplication of UDP datagrams; it allows piggybacked (i.e. D-
DATA with additional semantic of D-ACK) or explicit acknowledgement (D-ACK). 

N(S) - [0…15] - sequence number of the ATNPKT sent. 

N(R) - [0…15] - expected sequence number of the next ATNPKT to be received. 

This field is a part of the reliability mechanisms specified in 2.2; it shall be present in all DS 
primitives over UDP. For D-ACK and D-KEEPALIVE, only the N(R) is meaningful: on their 
emission, it is recommended to use the current value of the send sequence number for N(S) 
without incrementing it. 

 

• Inactivity time (8 bits / internal / optional): 

Indicates the value (in minutes) of the inactivity timer at sender side. This field is used as part of 
the reliability mechanisms specified in 2.2; it might optionally be present in the D-START and D-
STARTCNF primitives. When this parameter is not provided by the DS-User, the default value 
of 4 minutes shall be used as inactivity timer by the source DS-Provider. 

 

• Called Peer ID (24 to 64 bits / external / optional): 

This might be either a 24 bits ICAO Aircraft Identifier or an ICAO Facility Designation (3 to 8 
characters). This field identifies the intended peer DS-User. Note that in the current state of the 
ICAO IPv6 addressing plan, the Aircraft Identifier is already conveyed between DS peers as part 
of the IP address. 

 

• Calling Peer ID (24 to 64 bits / external / optional): 

This might be either a 24 bits ICAO Aircraft Identifier or an ICAO Facility Designation (3 to 8 
characters). This field identifies the initiating DS-User. 

 

• Content Version (8 bits / external / optional): 

This is the version of the ASN.1 syntax used for the User Data field. It would normally be 
mapped to the application's version number. 

 

• Security Indicator (8 bits / external / optional): used to convey the level of security to be applied. 

One of the following values is expected: 

  0 – No security (default value) 

  1 – Secured dialogue supporting key management 

  2 – Secured dialogue 

  3…255 – Reserved 

The omission of this parameter by the DS-User is equivalent to the default value. 

 

In the current specification, this field is referred as 'Security Requirements'; as suggestion, it should 
be renamed to 'Security Indicator'. The reason for this cosmetic change is that the term 
'requirement' is not really appropriate in this case; it should much more be considered as an 
indication from the local DS-user on the kind of security procedure to setup. 

 

N(S) N(R)
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• Quality of Service (8 bits / external / optional): used to convey the quality of service when 
provided as  ATSC Routing Class by the DS-User; for the other types of QoS the mapping to be 
applied is specified in 1.6.4 : 

  0 – No traffic type policy preference 

  1 – "A" 

  2 – "B" 

  3 – "C" 

  4 – "D" 

  5 – "E" 

  6 – "F" 

  7 – "G" 

  8 – "H" 

  9…255 – Reserved 

 

• Result (8 bits / external / mandatory): 

Set by the destination DS-User in order to indicate if whether or not the requested dialogue 
initiation or termination completed successfully, expected values are: 

  0 – accepted 

  1 – rejected (transient) 

  2 – rejected (permanent) 

  3…255 – Reserved 

 

• Originator (8 bit / external / optional): 

Indicates the source of a D-ABORT: 

  0 – user 

  1 – provider (default value) 

  2…255 – Reserved 

When this parameter is not provided by the DS-User the default value shall be assumed. 

 

• User Data (UDP: 0 to 8192, TCP: variable size / external / optional): 

This is the PER encoded data provided by the application. 
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1.6.4 Additional recommendations 

The two following ATNPKT fields defined in the current WG-I specification should be removed: 

• The 'Content Type' field is not required anymore because it can be deduced from the 
destination port number, provided that a specific port is used for each ATN application (CM, 
CPDLC …). 

• The 'Reject Source' is useless because it does not have an end-to-end semantic, as previously 
explained in 1.5. 

 

• The ULCS Dialogue Service defines default values to be applied to the DS primitive's 
parameters when they are omitted by the DS-User; i.e. not providing a parameter during a 
primitive invocation is the same as providing it with its default value. 

 

Making use of this behaviour, it is not necessary to convey optional parameters when the value 
provided by the DS-User is the default one. A DS-Provider receiving an ATNPKT with a missing 
optional parameter shall assign the parameter with its default value in the primitive returned to 
the local DS-User. 

 

In our specific case, this could be applied to the 'Security Indicator' and to the 'Originator' 
parameters since a default value is already specified in the SARPS [5] ; we can extend this 
behaviour to the 'Inactivity Time' by defining a default value of 4 minutes; and to the ‘Result’ 
parameter assuming ‘accepted’ as default value. 

 

The DS primitive's parameters set to their default values are not to be transferred between peer 
DS-Providers. The recipient DS-Provider shall assign them their default value in the DS primitive 
returned to the destination DS-User. 

 

• Potential issue to be noted with the called peer identification: 

The ULCS Dialogue Service specifies the following rules to be applied for the D-START 
parameters: 

"Note 3 - Called Peer Identification. The DS-User identifies the peer DS-User by 
specifying either a name or an address in the D-START request primitive. The DS-User 
therefore specifies a value for one, and only one, of the Called Peer ID and the Called 
Presentation Address parameters in the D-START request." 

 

So, the 'Called Peer ID' might not be provided by a DS-User; it may instead use the 'Calling 
Presentation Address'. This is not consistent with the fact that in the IPS Dialogue Service, the 
'Called Peer ID' is assumed to be always present; it shall contain the recipient's IP address. 

 

Looking at the applications specified to rely on the Dialogue Service (i.e. CM, CPDLC, ADS and 
FIS); we can see that all of them shall use the 'Called Peer ID' in their calls to the D-START 
request primitives. Therefore presumably this potential problem should not be encountered. 

 

The IPS DS specification assumes the 'Called Peer ID' parameter to be always present whereas it 
might be optional according to the ULCS DS specification; however there should not be any 
impact. 
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• Processing a D-START request as source DS-Provider, we suggest treating the 'Quality of 
Service' parameter in the following manner. 

 

The following QoS parameters may be specified by the DS-User: 

• ATSC Routing Class as defined in [5], table 5.6-1  in this case, the QoS parameter should 
be mapped to the related ATNPKT parameter. 

 

• Residual Error Rate (RER) as defined in [5], table 5.5.2.3.3  in this case, when the DS-
Provider is running on top of UDP it may activate the optional UDP checksum; otherwise the 
QoS parameter should be ignored. 

The UDP checksum should be activated for low or medium Residual Error Rate; a high 
Residual Error Rate should correspond to non-use of the UDP checksum. 

 

• Priority as defined in [3], table 3-1 -> in this case, the QoS parameter should be mapped to 
Differentiated Service field (DS field) as defined by [9] (RFC2474); i.e. mapped either to the 
'Type Of Service' IPv4 or to the 'Traffic Class' IPv6. 

 

According to RFC2474, the DS field structure is presented below: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

DSCP CU
  

 

  DSCP: differentiated services codepoint 

  CU: currently unused 

 

It is proposed to map the QoS parameter as class selector codepoint (i.e. to the 3 left-most 
bits of the DSCP subfield): 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

x x x 0 0 0 0 0
 

Note that the values b'110' and b'111' (for xxx) are reserved for IP traffic routing. The SNDCF 
IP specification reserves b'110' for internetwork control and b'111' for network control; 
therefore these values are reserved by standards and shall not be used. 

 

Preserving the same relative priorities as defined in [3], table 3-1, the mapping is as follows: 

  101 – unused (provision for applications with higher priority) 

  100 – CPDLC, ADS-C 

  011 – FIS 

  010 – DLIC 

  001 – unused 

  000 – unused 
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1.7 Dialogue Service protocol exchanges 
As part of the Dialogue Service protocol, the following messages are to be exchanged between the 
source and the destination DS-Providers; these are transport datagrams including an ATNPKT in 
the user data part. 

 

• Dialogue initialisation   D-START / D-STARTCNF : 

 

 
 

 

• Dialogue termination  D-END / D-ENDCNF : 

 

  
 

 

• Data transfer over an established dialogue  D-DATA : 

 

 
 

Dialogue Service 

D-DATA request 

D-DATA indication 

D-DATA 

Dialogue Service 

D-END request 

D-END confirmation 

D-END indication 

D-END response 

D-END 

D-ENDCNF

Dialogue Service 

D-START request 

D-START confirmation 

D-START indication 

D-START response 

D-START 

D-STARTCNF
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• DS-User initiated dialogue abort  D-ABORT : 

 
 

• Datagram transfer in connectionless mode  D-UNIT-DATA : 

 
 

• Rules to be applied for inclusion of optional ATNPKT parameters for each DS protocol 
message: 

(O = optional, M = mandatory, empty = precluded to use) 

Fixed part

M M M M M M M M M

M M M M M M M M M

M M M M M M M M M

More O O O O O

M M M M M M M M M

Variable part

M (4) M (4) (1)

M (4) M (4) M (4) M (4) M (2) M M

Sequence Numbers M (4) M (4) M (4) M M (4) M (4) M M M

Inactivity Time O (3) O (3)

O (3) O

O (3) O

O (3) O (3) O

O (3) O (3) O

O (3)

M (3) M (3)

O

O (4) O (4) M (4) M O (4) O (4) O

Quality Of Service

D-ACK D-KEEPALIVE

Source ID

Destination ID

Presence Flag

ATNPKT Version

DS Primitive

ATNPKT
Parameter 

D-ENDCNF D-ABORTD-STARTCNF D-DATA D-UNIT-DATA D-END

User Data

D-START

Calling Peer ID

Called Peer ID

Protocol 
message  

Content Version

Security Indicator

Result

Originator

Application Technology Type

Format of the DS protocol messages 

(1) Source ID is present if D-ABORT is sent after D-START and before D-STARTCNF is received (see 2.2). 

(2) Destination ID is absent if D-ABORT is sent after D-START and before D-STARTCNF is received. 

(3) For segmented messages this parameter is present only in the first segment. 

(4) For segmented messages this parameter is present in all the segments. 

Dialogue Service 

D-ABORT request 

D-ABORT indication 

D-ABORT 

CL Dialogue Service 

D-UNIT-DATA request 

D-UNIT-DATA indication

D-UNIT-DATA  
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1.8 Sequence of Dialogue Service primitives 
The following table, extracted from [5], presents the allowed sequences of primitives for one 
dialogue at one DS-User. 

A D-START request results in a new instance of communication with the peer DS-User (new 
dialogue), the sequence table provided below applies to a single instance. It shall be noticed that 
this is an intrinsic characteristic of the Dialogue Service to authorise concurrent dialogues between 
the same pair of DS-Users (i.e. the same applications). 

Note that for table readability, the response primitives and the subsequent confirmations are 
assumed to be positives ones. The rejection of a confirmed primitive is just supposed to void the 
primitive: 

• if a D-START request is rejected, then a DS-User may not issue or receive any other primitives 
apart from D-START request or indication; 

• if a D-END request is rejected, then a DS-USER may continue to issue or receive primitives as 
is the dialogue termination had never been requested. 

 

D-P-ABORT

req cnf ind rsp req ind req cnf ind rsp req ind ind

req  

cnf

ind

rsp

req

ind

req

cnf

ind

rsp

req

ind

D-P-ABORT ind

D-ABORT

D-ABORT

D-DATA

D-DATA

D-END

D-ENDD-START

D-START

may be followed by 
the DS primitive 

The DS primitive 

 
 

Sequence of DS primitives for one Dialogue at one DS-User 
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1.9 IPS Dialogue Service State tables 
This section describes our suggested FSM for the Dialogue Service over TCP and UDP. 

 

Our thinking is that they should be more oriented from a Dialogue Service point of view, rather than 
being directly mapped to an underlying connection as in the one currently specified. 

 

The main concern we have with the “connection-mapped” approach is that in some manner we are 
loosing a part of the Dialogue Service semantic; for instance, with the current state table, a D-END 
request cannot be rejected by the remote since the connection is broken, whereas it should be 
possible as defined in the [5] SARPS (cf. Dialogue Service Definition; Table 4.2-3 / note 3). The 
same problem applies to the D-START request. 

 

Additionally, provided that in most of the implementations, the OPEN and CLOSE primitive do not 
allow to send data; additional states are required during the connection establishment and 
termination phases.  

 

• This is the reason why we are suggesting the following states: 

 

Initial state.
Waiting: 1) either for the reception of a D-START req from DS-User,

client

2) or for the OPEN (passive) issued during the initialisation to complete. TCP

2) or a dialogue initiation request from remote. UDP

D-CONNECTED
OPEN (passive) completed. (i.e connection established)
Waiting for dialogue initiation by the connected remote peer.

TCP server

D-START-SENT
Dialogue initiation request sent.
Waiting response from remote peer.

both client

D-START-RECEIVED
Dialogue initiation request received from remote.
Waiting for the DS-User to complete the pending initiation request

both server

D-TRANSFER Dialogue initiation completed on both parts -> data transfer phase. both both

D-END-SENT
Dialogue termination request sent.
Waiting response from remote peer.

both both

D-END-RECEIVED
Dialogue termination request received from remote.
Waiting for the DS-User to complete the pending termination request.

both both

D-WAIT-CLOSE

Waiting the CLOSE (passive) during dialogue termination phase. (i.e waiting 
connection termination by remote)
This state might be entered in any final phase: normal termination, user or 
provider initiated abort, critical condition.

TCP both

D-IDLE

Acting asState Description Transport

server

 
 

IPS Dialogue Service / States 
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• The applicable list of input events is the following one: 
 

Event Description Transport Acting as

D-START req D-START request - dialogue initiation requested by the local DS-User both client

D-START rsp D-START response - dialoque initiation completed by the local DS-User both server

D-DATA req D-DATA request - the local DS-User requested data to be sent over the dialogue both both

D-END req D-END request - dialogue termination requested by the local DS-User both both

D-END rsp D-END response - dialogue termination completed by the local DS-User both both

D-ABORT req D-ABORT request - dialogue abort requested by the local DS-User both both

OPEN (passive) Transport connection established -> OPEN (active) issued by the remote client TCP server

RECEIVE (ATNPKT)
Transport datagram received; the ATNPKT included as data part might be:
- D-START, D-STARTCNF, D-DATA, D-END, D-ENDCNF, D-ABORT

both both

CLOSE (passive) Transport connection terminated -> CLOSE (active) issued by the remote side TCP both  
 

IPS Dialogue Service / Input events 

 

 

• The actions triggered during the events processing are: 

 

Action Description Transport Acting as

D-START ind D-START indication - inform the local DS-User that a remote peer intends to initiate a 
dialogue both server

D-START cnf D-START confirm - inform the local DS-User that the remote peer confirmed the 
dialoque initiation (it might be either a positive or a negative confirmation) both client

D-DATA ind D-DATA indication - provide the local DS-User with the data arrived over the 
dialogue both both

D-END ind D-END indication - inform the local DS-User that a remote peer intends to terminate 
the dialogue both both

D-END cnf
D-END confirm - inform the local DS-User that the remote peer confirmed the 
dialoque termination request  (it might be either a positive or a negative 
confirmation)

both both

D-ABORT ind D-ABORT indication - inform the local DS-User that the remote peer aborted the 
dialogue both both

OPEN (active) Initiate transport connection TCP client

SEND (ATNPKT) Transport datagram sent; the ATNPKT included as data part might be:
- D-START, D-STARTCNF, D-DATA, D-END, D-ENDCNF, D-ABORT both both

CLOSE (active) Terminate transport connection TCP both  
 

IPS Dialogue Service / Actions triggered 
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1.9.1 State table for DS over TCP 

During initialisation phase - OPEN (passive)

D-START req - OPEN (active)
- Map D-START req  to D-START
- SEND (D-START)
- Enter D-START-SENT state

D-START rsp - Map D-START cnf to D-STARTCNF
- SEND (D-STARTCNF)
- In case of positive response :
  - Start tinact
  - Enter D-TRANSFER state
- Otherw ise :
  - Enter D-WAIT-CLOSE state

D-DATA req - Map D-DATA req to D-DATA
- SEND (D-DATA)

D-END req - Cancel tinact

- Map D-END req to D-END
- SEND (D-END)
- Enter D-END-SENT state

D-END rsp - Map D-END rsp to D-ENDCNF
- SEND (D-ENDCNF)
- In case of positive response :
  - Enter D-WAIT-CLOSE state
- Otherw ise :
  - Start tinact
  - Enter D-TRANSFER state

D-ABORT req - Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-WAIT-CLOSE state

- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-WAIT-CLOSE state

- Cancel tinact

- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-WAIT-CLOSE state

- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-WAIT-CLOSE state

- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-WAIT-CLOSE state

OPEN (passive) completed - Enter D-CONNECTED state

RECEIVE (D-START) - Map D-START to D-START ind
- Report D-START ind to DS-User
- Enter D-START-RECEIVED state

RECEIVE (D-STARTCNF) - Map D-STARTCNF to D-START cnf
- Report D-START cnf to DS-User
- In case of positive response :
  - Start tinact

  - Enter D-TRANSFER state
- Otherw ise :
  - CLOSE (active)
  - Enter D-IDLE state

RECEIVE (D-DATA) - Reset tinact

- Map D-DATA to D-DATA ind
- Report D-DATA ind to DS-User

RECEIVE (D-END) - Cancel tinact

- Map D-END to D-END ind
- Report D-END ind to DS-User
- Enter D-END-RECEIVED state

RECEIVE (D-ENDCNF) - Map D-ENDCNF to D-END cnf
- Report D-END cnf to DS-User
- In case of positive response :
  - CLOSE (active)
  - Enter D-IDLE state
- Otherw ise :
  - Start tinact

  - Enter D-TRANSFER state

D-WAIT-CLOSE

D
S
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s

D-END-SENTD-START-SENT D-START-RECEIVED D-TRANSFEREvents State D-IDLE D-END-RECEIVEDD-CONNECTED
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RECEIVE (D-ABORT) - Map D-ABORT to D-ABORT ind
- Report D-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Cancel tinact

- Map D-ABORT to D-ABORT ind
- Report D-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Map D-ABORT to D-ABORT ind
- Report D-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Map D-ABORT to D-ABORT ind
- Report D-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

CLOSE (passive) - CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Cancel tinact

- Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- CLOSE (active)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- Enter D-IDLE state

D
S 
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ts tinact expires

TC
P
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Events State D-IDLE D-CONNECTED D-END-RECEIVED D-WAIT-CLOSED-START-SENT D-START-RECEIVED D-TRANSFER D-END-SENT
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1.9.2 State table for DS over UDP 

D-START req - Map D-START req  to D-START
- SEND (D-START)
- Start tconnect
- Enter D-START-SENT state

D-START rsp - Map D-START cnf to D-STARTCNF
- SEND (D-STARTCNF)
- In case of positive response :
  - Start tinact
  - Enter D-TRANSFER state
- Otherw ise :
  - Enter D-IDLE state

D-DATA req - Map D-DATA req to D-DATA
- SEND (D-DATA)

D-END req - Cancel tinact
- Map D-END req to D-END
- SEND (D-END)
- start tterm
- Enter D-END-SENT state

D-END rsp - Map D-END rsp to D-ENDCNF
- SEND (D-ENDCNF)
- In case of positive response :
  - Enter D-IDLE state
- Otherw ise :
  - Start tinact
  - Enter D-TRANSFER state

D-ABORT req - Cancel tconnect
- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Cancel tinact
- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Cancel tterm
- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Map D-ABORT req to D-ABORT
- SEND (D-ABORT)
- Enter D-IDLE state

RECEIVE (D-START) - Map D-START to D-START ind
- Report D-START ind to DS-User
- Enter D-START-RECEIVED state

RECEIVE (D-STARTCNF) - Cancel tconnect
- Map D-STARTCNF to D-START cnf
- Report D-START cnf to DS-User
- In case of positive response :
  - Start tinact
  - Enter D-TRANSFER state
- Otherw ise :
  - Enter D-IDLE state

RECEIVE (D-DATA) - Reset tinact
- Map D-DATA to D-DATA ind
- Report D-DATA ind to DS-User

RECEIVE (D-END) - Cancel tinact
- Map D-END to D-END ind
- Report D-END ind to DS-User
- Enter D-END-RECEIVED state

RECEIVE (D-ENDCNF) - Cancel tterm
- Map D-ENDCNF to D-END cnf
- Report D-END cnf to DS-User
- In case of positive response :
  - Enter D-IDLE state
- Otherw ise :
  - Start tinact
  - Enter D-TRANSFER state

RECEIVE (D-ABORT) - Map D-ABORT to D-ABORT ind
- Report D-ABORT ind to DS-User
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Cancel tinact
- Map D-ABORT to D-ABORT ind
- Report D-ABORT ind to DS-User
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Cancel tterm
- Map D-ABORT to D-ABORT ind
- Report D-ABORT ind to DS-User
- Enter D-IDLE state

- Map D-ABORT to D-ABORT ind
- Report D-ABORT ind to DS-User
- Enter D-IDLE state
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tconnect expires - Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- Enter D-IDLE state

tinact expires - Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- Enter D-IDLE state

tterm expires - Report D-P-ABORT ind to DS-User
- Enter D-IDLE state

D
S
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Events State D-END-SENT D-END-RECEIVEDD-IDLE D-START-SENT D-START-RECEIVED D-TRANSFER
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CHAPTER 2 – 
Transport protocol 

considerations 

2.1 TCP versus UDP 
In our opinion, TCP should be the preferred transport protocol used to convey Dialogue 
Service primitives, because it provides: either reliable delivery of data, or notification failure. 
Besides, TCP provides a connection oriented service, making it more suitable for 
applications where internal states might be mapped to TCP connection states (this is clearly 
an attempt of the IPS DS specification). 

 

The simplest solution would be to restrict the use of UDP to connectionless Dialogue Service 
primitives (i.e. D-UNIT-DATA). If for whatever reason (protocol filtering, operational need, 
etc...) TCP cannot be used, use of UDP to transport DS primitives may be considered. 

 

UDP is mostly employed for applications requiring broadcast or multicast, but it might also be 
used for simple "request-reply" applications provided that some reliability is added at highest 
levels. 

 

As pointed out in the IPS Dialogue Service specification, UDP is not reliable enough to 
guarantee the end-to-end delivery of the datagrams. For this reason, additional mechanisms 
shall be implemented to pass over the UDP limitations; basically the truncation, the loss, or 
the duplication of UDP datagrams. 

 

Datagram truncation 
TCP is a byte-stream protocol; the receiver may allocate additional memory if required 
between read operations. On the contrary, with UDP a datagram truncation occurs when the 
received datagram is larger than the input buffer capacity of the receiver, or even the 
receiving system capacity. 
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End-to-end reliability 
This is an inherent characteristic of TCP. When data is sent to a remote destination through 
TCP, an end-to-end acknowledgment is expected in return, so that retransmissions can be 
triggered if necessary. After the last retry failure, an error is reported to the application.  

 

This is a very simplistic description of the TCP functionalities; practically, the RFC 793 
specifies mechanisms based on protocol exchanges (i.e. protocol element + message 
format), and complex state management (connection oriented): 

• detection of missing, duplicated or out-of-sequence datagrams (using sequence 
numbering and acknowledgments) ; 

• round-trip time estimation (in order to optimize the retransmission timeout) ; 

• flow control (with a simplified window mechanism) ; 

• connection management. 

 

Providing a minimal set of reliability on top of UDP will somehow mean to implement similar 
mechanisms.  

 

The initial WG-I specification [1] suggests letting the application handle these problems. This 
approach is somehow inconsistent with the initial purpose of the specification, which was to 
minimize the impact of the ATN IPS for the applications. Providing reliability at the application 
level will inevitably require major changes in the applications designed with a reliable 
transport service in mind. It would really be easier to let the applications natively use the 
socket programming interface. 

 

The main concern with this approach is how to avoid inconsistencies between the "dialogue 
states" at application level and the internal states inside the Dialogue Service entity itself. 

 

A more relevant option would be to implement the reliability mechanisms inside the Dialogue 
Service entity itself. In this case, the use of UDP as transport protocol has no specific impact 
for the application. 

 

Furthermore, for both TCP and UDP inactivity can be a result of undetected broken 
communications path between the two peers. For this purpose, an inactivity and keepalive 
mechanism is necessary when operating over UDP and TCP. In the case of TCP, a 
keepalive mechanism has already been defined for most Linux platforms. There remains an 
open question as to whether the TCP keepalive mechanism or a port of the UDP solution to 
TCP is best suited. 
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2.2 Providing Dialogue Service over UDP 
In order to add some reliability when acting over UDP, the DS-Provider shall implement the 
following mechanisms: 

(O = optional, M = mandatory)
Provide ‘dialog connection’ over UDP
- identification of connections M

- connection timeout O

- termination timeout O

Detect the loss of UDP datagrams using one-to-one acknowledgments
(on a per connection basis)
- retransmission timer + max retry count M

- explicit acknowledgment M

- piggy-backed acknowledgment (max delay before ack) O

Detect long-lived unpaired connections
- inactivity timer + keep alive M

Handle UDP datagrams truncation
- datagram segmentation / reassembly M

 
 

• DS connection identification above UDP will be handled by the assignment of a pair of 
connection-id during the connection phase (D-START / D-STARTCNF exchange) by 
every participating DS peer, and subsequent exchange of these identifiers during the 
whole connection life. These 2 additional fields ('Source ID' and 'Destination ID') will be 
conveyed in the variable part of the ATNPKT; their presence will depend on the DS 
primitive: 

DS Primitive field
D-START M Identifier given by the DS-Provider

who initiates the dialogue; it will allow
him to find out the dialogue context
during the whole dialogue duration.

- Unassigned at this time

D-STARTCNF M Identifier given by the DS-Provider
who accepts the dialogue; it will allow
him to find out the dialogue context
during the whole dialogue duration.

M Identifier of the DS-Provider who
initiated the dialogue.

D-DATA - No need to transport it since it would 
be meaningless for the destination DS-
Provider.

M Identifier of the peer DS-Provider.

D-END - No need to transport it since it would 
be meaningless for the destination DS-
Provider.

M Identifier of the peer DS-Provider.

D-ENDCNF - No need to transport it since it would 
be meaningless for the destination DS-
Provider.

M Identifier of the peer DS-Provider.

D-ABORT
before D-STARTCNF
D-ABORT
other cases

Unknown for now.

(O = optional, M = mandatory, - = absent)

- No need to transport it since it would 
be meaningless for the destination DS-
Provider

M Identifier of the peer DS-Provider.

Source ID Destination ID

M Identifier given by the DS-Provider 
who initiated the dialogue.

-
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In order to avoid sending useless identifiers, they are sent only when they are mandatory. 

 

Dealing with the size of the identifiers, we would suggest to use 2 bytes for each because 
this will allow the DS-Provider to associate a particular semantic to the dialog-id assigned 
on its side (without interference with the involved peer DS-User). In such a case, the 
identifier might be an index in a context table, making it implicitly unique, but also allowing 
the receiving DS-Provider to find out the context without having to use multiple search 
criteria and parsing the whole table of contexts. 

 

Another possibility would be to use multiple search criteria (source IP + destination IP + 
port number + connection id); this way the size of the identifiers might be reduced, since 
presumably only few dialogues will be established between the same peer applications. 
This mechanism reduces overhead but is not very fair for the dialogue entity 
implementation: 

• because of the need to avoid assignation of the same connection-id value to different 
dialogues (extra control procedure, extra data structure…) 

• because of the need to search and locate the dialogue context from multiple criteria for 
every UDP datagram received. 

 

• The loss of UDP datagrams is detected through a one-to-one acknowledgment 
mechanism, on a per DS connection basis: i.e. one data sent, one acknowledgement to 
be received before data could be sent again. 

 

The acknowledgment could be piggy-backed with a dialogue message in the reverse 
direction for the same dialogue; this will be possible for instance with confirmed primitives. 
If the receiver has no message to send for the same dialogue, it will use an explicit 
acknowledgment by sending an ATNPKT with no data and with a specific value (D-ACK) 
as 'DS Primitive'. 

 

For acknowledgment purpose, the 'Sequence Numbers' field of the ATNPKT variable part 
will be used. This sequence number is required to avoid delivering duplicated data to the 
peer DS-user following retransmission (i.e. if a D-ACK has been lost), and in more 
exceptional circumstances, when UDP datagrams are swapped by the network 

 

The DS-Provider shall associate an incremental sequence number to outgoing ATNPKTs, 
conversely it shall remember the sequence number of the last ATNPKT received from the 
peer DS-Provider in order to acknowledge it in a subsequent sending. Both sequence 
numbers will be respectively carried by the N(S) and N(R) subfields of the 'Sequence 
Numbers'. 

N(S) corresponds to the current sequence number of the ATNPKT sent; N(R) is the next 
sequence number expected as N(S) from the remote DS-Provider (in his next sending). 

 

Using sequence numbers will allow the DS-Provider to detect missing or duplicated 
ATNPKTs. In our specific case, there is at most one ATNPKT not acknowledged; for this 
reason there will be no grouped acknowledgments and there is no need to implement a 
selective reject mechanism. 
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The lack of reception of an acknowledgment will timely entail a retransmission; an 
excessive number of retransmission will break the DS connection. The use of an adaptive 
retransmission algorithm as an implementation choice would permit optimisation of the 
transit delay in case of errors ; but the (relative) complexity of this mechanism precludes 
integrating it in the present specification.. 

 

• In order to avoid long lived unpaired DS connections, a simple mechanism for detecting 
inactivity is to be implemented. Both ends of the DS connection will transmit a keepalive 
packet on 'keepalive timer' expiration during the whole duration of the connection; this 
timer should be restarted by the sender each time it sends data on the connection (to 
avoid unnecessary keepalive transmission). 

 

The keepalive is sent through an ATNPKT with no data and with a specific value (D-
KEEPALIVE) as 'DS Primitive'. 

 

The lack of reception of either data or keepalive for an interval of time corresponding to 
the inactivity time will break the DS connection. 

 

Note that the optional ATNPKT field ‘Inactivity Time’ might be exchanged between DS-
Providers at dialogue initialization time (i.e. in D-START and D-STARTCNF); so that each 
one can adjust its keepalive transmission timer. Absence of the parameter indicates uses 
of the default value. It is recommended the keepalive timer is set to 1/3 of the inactivity 
timer of the peer DS-Provider; or 1/3 of the default inactivity timer. 

 

• A D-DATA with a user data part exceeding 1024 bytes will be segmented using a 'MORE' 
bit reserved in the ATNPKT fixed part. The more indicator is set (bit on) for a first or an 
intermediate segment; otherwise for a last or a single segment the indicator is not set (bit 
off). 

 

Most of the ATN applications messages are not exceeding 1000 bytes. Additionally the 
suggested value of 1024 bytes does not exceed the IP payload (1500 bytes) in the 
Ethernet frame (1518 bytes); therefore it sounds to be an appropriate value. 

 

• Guidelines have to be provisioned for the values to be applied to the identified DS-
Provider parameters: 

Parameter Min Max Default 

Delay before retransmission 1 sec 60 sec 15 sec 

Max number of transmissions 1 10 3 

Inactivity time 3 min 15 min 4 min 
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ANNEX 1  – 
Specification requirements 

The following table intents to define high level specification requirements in order to allow 
traceability for the next steps of the ATN-IPS experimentation; especially for the design and 
validation phases. 

 

Req. Description Ref. 

REQ-S-001 Provide the connection-oriented Dialogue Service as specified in [5] SARPS - 4.2 

D-START, D-DATA, D-END, D-ABORT, D-P-ABORT 

1.1 

REQ-S-002 Provide the connectionless Dialogue Service as specified in [5] SARPS - 4.7 

D-UNIT-DATA 

1.1 

REQ-S-003 Use TCP as transport layer protocol for the connection-oriented Dialogue Service 1.1 

2.1 

REQ-S-004 Use UDP as transport layer protocol for both the connection-oriented and the 

connectionless Dialogue Services 

1.1 

2.1 

REQ-S-005 Apply the mapping specified between transport and DS primitives 1.4 

REQ-S-005.1 Map D-START req to OPEN(active) + SEND(D-START) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.2 Map RECEIVE(D-START) to D-START ind 1.4 

REQ-S-005.3 Map D-START rsp to SEND(D-STARTCNF) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.4 Map RECEIVE(D-STARTCNF) to D-START cnf 1.4 
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Req. Description Ref. 

REQ-S-005.5 Map D-UNIT-DATA req to SEND(D-UNIT-DATA) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.6 Map RECEIVE(D-UNIT-DATA) to D-UNIT-DATA ind 1.4 

REQ-S-005.7 Map D-DATA req to SEND(D-DATA) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.8 Map RECEIVE(D-DATA) to D-DATA ind 1.4 

REQ-S-005.9 Map D-END req to SEND(D-END) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.10 Map RECEIVE(D-END) to D-END ind 1.4 

REQ-S-005.11 Map D-END rsp to SEND(D-ENDCNF) + CLOSE(passive) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.12 Map RECEIVE(D-ENDCNF) to D-END cnf + CLOSE (active) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.13 Map D-ABORT req to SEND(D-ABORT) + CLOSE(active) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.14 Map RECEIVE(D-ABORT) to D-ABORT ind + CLOSE (active) 1.4 

REQ-S-005.15 Map RECEIVE failure/SEND failure/unexpected CLOSE(passive) 

to D-P-ABORT ind 

1.4 

REQ-S-006 Apply the mapping specified for the DS primitives parameters 1.5 

REQ-S-006.1 Map 'Called Peer ID' to ATNPKT (Called Peer ID) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.2 Map 'Called Sys ID' to transport protocol header (Destination Port Number) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.3 Map 'Called Presentation Address' to IP header (Destination IP Address) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.4 Map 'Calling Peer ID' to ATNPKT (Calling Peer ID) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.5 Map 'Calling Sys ID' to transport protocol header (Source Port Number) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.6 Map 'Calling Presentation Address' to IP header (Source IP Address) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.7 Map 'DS-User Version Number' to ATNPKT (Content Version) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.8 Map 'Security Requirements' to ATNPKT (Security Indicator) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.9 Map 'Quality of Service' to IP (DS Field) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.10 Map 'Result' to ATNPKT  (Result) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.11 'Reject Source' reported by the destination DS-Provider to its local DS-User 1.5 

REQ-S-006.12 Map 'Originator' to ATNPKT (Originator) 1.5 

REQ-S-006.13 Map 'User Data' to ATNPKT (User Data) 1.5 

REQ-S-007 Use the specified ATNPKT format as user data (at transport level) for the protocol 

exchanges between the peer DS-Providers. 

1.6 

REQ-S-008 The source DS-Provider shall use the DS field, as specified in DiffServ RFC 2474, to 1.6.4 
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Req. Description Ref. 

map the 'Quality of Service' requested by the DS-User 

REQ-S-009 The peer DS-Providers shall communicate using the specified set of protocol 

messages 

1.7 

REQ-S-010 Allow the sequence of primitives specified in [5] SARPS - 4.2 1.8 

REQ-S-011 Implement the finite state machine for Dialogue Service over TCP 1.9.1 

REQ-S-012 Implement the finite state machine for Dialogue Service over UDP 1.9.2 

REQ-S-013 Implement the reliability mechanisms specified to provide the connection-oriented 

Dialogue Service over UDP 

2.2 

REQ-S-013.1 Pseudo-connection over UDP 2.2 

REQ-S-013.2 Detect the loss or duplication of UDP datagrams using one-to-one acknowledge 2.2 

REQ-S-013.3 Detect the long lived unpaired connections 2.2 

REQ-S-013.4 Handle UDP datagrams truncation 2.2 

REQ-S-014 Multiple dialogues between the same peer applications (i.e. the same source and 

destination IP addresses + the same destination port number) 

 

REQ-S-014.1 Multiple dialogues over TCP  

REQ-S-014.2 Multiple dialogues over UDP  
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ABBREVIATIONS 

ACARS Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System 

ADS-C  Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Contract 

API  Application Programming Interface 

ATN  Aeronautical Telecommunications Network 

ATNPKT ATN packet 

ATSC  Air Traffic Services Communication 

CLDS  Connection-less Dialogue Service 

CLTP  Connection-less Transport Protocol 

CODS  Connection-oriented Dialogue Service 

COTP  Connection-oriented Transport Protocol 

CPDLC Controller Pilot Data Link Communications 

DLIC  Data Link Initiation Capabilities 

DS  Dialogue Service 

DS  Differentiated Service 

DSCP  Differentiated Service Codepoint 

FANS  Future Air Navigation System 

FIS  Flight Information Service 

ICAO  International Civil Aviation Organization 

IEC  International Electrotechnical Commission 

IP  Internet Protocol 

IPS  Internet Protocol Suite 

ISO  International Organization for Standardization 

LV  Length Value 

OSI  Open Systems Interconnection 

QoS  Quality of Service 

RER  Residual Error Rate 

SARP  Standard and Recommended Practice  

SSL  Secure Socket Layer 

TCP  Transmission Control Protocol 

TLS  Transport Layer Security 

UDP  User Datagram Protocol 

ULCS  Upper Layer Communications Services 

WGI  ICAO Working Group I 


